Branding and Sponsorship Opportunities

Rosen Shingle Creek

All branding and / or sponsorship must be approved by the Convention Services Manager

Kelsey Francis
kelsey@sourceoneevents.com
Office: (407) 996-3332
Cell: (330) 717-6692
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Front Drive Flags

From entryways to walkways, your brand message will be visible to foot traffic everywhere.
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Main Entrance
Welcome carpet will guide your attendees as they arrive.

YOUR LOGO HERE
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Rotunda

From entryways to walkways, your brand message will be visible to foot traffic everywhere.

Graphic Elements

- Meter Boards with a light up display
- Column wraps using low adhesive vinyl
- Rotunda Media using low adhesive vinyl
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Rotunda
Display the distinctive personality of your brand at these locations.

Graphic Elements
- Elevator door wraps
- Column wraps using low adhesive vinyl
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Butler Room

Your brand will be prominently displayed in these locations.

Graphic Elements

- Large hanging banner
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**Wekiwa**

Stay top-of-mind with event attendees throughout the conference center at these locations.

**Graphic Elements**

- Arch wraps using low adhesive vinyl
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Suwannee
Capture the attention of guests with these branding locations.

Graphic Elements

• Column wraps using low adhesive vinyl
• Easel Signs
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St. John’s Registration

Create a branded registration for your event that will help guide attendees.

Graphic Elements

- Registration kick panels
- Meter Boards with a light up display
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Rotunda to Gatlin Ballroom

Keep your brand prominent within the conference center at these locations.

Graphic Elements

1. Light up Gobo
2. Hanging large banner
3. Wall graphic on low adhesive vinyl
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Gatlin 1 Registration
Create a branded registration for your event that will help guide attendees.

Graphic Elements

- Registration kick panels
- Wall header graphics on low adhesive vinyl
Gatlin 2 Registration
Display the distinctive personality of your brand at these locations.

Graphic Elements
- Registration kick panels
- Floor graphics
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Terrace
Capture the attention of guests with these branding locations.

Graphic Elements
- Semi-transparent window cling graphics
- Concrete floor graphics
Terrace

Your brand will be prominently displayed at these locations.

Graphic Elements

- Concrete floor graphics
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Rotunda to Sebastian & Panzacola Ballrooms
Branding locations in high-traffic areas provide opportunities for unique and memorable messaging.

Graphic Elements
• Hanging banners
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Rotunda Stairs

High-traffic areas provide branding opportunities that maximize exposure.

Graphic Elements

- Light up Gobo
- Stair graphics on low adhesive vinyl
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Panzacola Prefunction

Stay top-of-mind with event attendees throughout the conference center at these locations.

Graphic Elements

- Light up meter board curved signs
- Light up Gobo
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Panzacola Registration
Create a branded registration for your event that will help guide attendees.

Graphic Elements
- Registration kick panels
- Wall header graphics on low adhesive vinyl
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Panzacola Registration
Branding locations in high-traffic areas provide opportunities for unique and memorable messaging.

Graphic Elements
• Custom entrance unit facade
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Sebastian Registration
Stay top-of-mind with event attendees throughout the conference center at these locations.

Graphic Elements
- Hanging registration signs
- Curved wall graphics on low adhesive vinyl
Panzacola & Sebastian Prefunction

Keep attendee’s connected with digitally branded social media walls.

Graphic Elements

- Curved wall graphics on low adhesive vinyl
- Hanging direction sign
- Social media wall
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Ballroom Prefuction Sponsorship Opportunities

Display the distinctive personality of your brand

Graphic Elements

- Semi-transparent window cling graphics
- Custom Internet cafe station
Prefunction Furniture

Your brand will be prominently displayed on Prefunction furniture.

Graphic Elements

• Table graphics
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Sebastian Ballroom Doors
Branding locations in high-traffic areas provide opportunities for unique and memorable messaging.

Graphic Elements
- Custom entrance unit facade
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Sebastian Registration
Create a branded registration for your event that will help guide attendees.

Graphic Elements

• Custom freestanding kiosk (multiple options and purpose)
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Sebastian Prefunction Furniture

Your brand will be prominently displayed in these locations.

Graphic Elements

1. Light up charging station
2. Table graphics
3. Semi-transparent window cling graphics
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Sebastian & Panzacola Outside Entrance
High-traffic areas provide branding opportunities that maximize exposure.

Graphic Elements
• Semi-transparent window cling graphics
Prefunction Media

Your brand will be prominently displayed in convention center media displays.

Graphic Elements

- Custom dual post free standing digital media board
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Guest Room

Your brand will be prominently displayed in guest rooms.

*Please contact the convention services manager for more details.
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Golf Cart

Your brand will be prominently displayed on golf cart screens.

*Please contact the convention services manager for more details.
Guest Room Keycard

Custom key cards will grab guest’s attention from the moment of arrival.

*Please contact the convention services manager for more details.